
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

   

Manage your environment, energy use and costs 

livesight is our cloud based BEMS supervisory system and is a Software As a Managed Service (SAMS) 
solution. It connects to your site, campus or property portfolio through the internet and, via an intuitive 
graphical user interface, allows remote interrogation, adjustment and analysis to take place. 
 
Based on the Niagara platform it enables the seamless integration of Trend, Honeywell, Distech and 
many other BEMS to allow you to remotely access your asset to manage your environment, reduce 
energy consumption, carbon emissions and cost. 

Your Partner in Energy Management 

Reliability and security 

livesight is deployed to the Microsoft Azure cloud environment which makes it a highly reliable resource 
with an uptime of 99.9% (as per Microsoft SLA March 2018). As well as reliability of uptime the Microsoft 
cloud environment makes for an extremely secure system. 
 
The hardware independent and high uptime nature of livesight means that equipment breakdown or  
obsolescence will never stop you from accessing or operating your asset. Effectively infinite storage space 
means that system logs, such as temperature or humidity, can be made without worry. 

livesight platform 
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Holistic and flexible 

As well as traditional BEMS, livesight can allow you to access your energy monitoring, lighting 
control and many other systems such as CCTV from one place thus enabling a holistic view of your 
asset to be made. 
 
Because of its scalability and very economical cost livesight is uniquely suited to all sizes of 
installation, from a single controller installation such as for a school boiler system to a worldwide 
portfolio of assets comprising of many buildings across the globe. 
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Remote diagnosis and alerts  

The cloud-based nature of livesight means that many problems or issues can be remotely 
diagnosed, either by your own team or our 24/7 bureau. This facility often completely removes the 
need for a site visit which saves time and money.  
 
Even if you are not logged in, livesight will alert you, via email, to any system alarms that occur so 
that you will be aware of any critical issues that can affect your operation before even your onsite 
team have noticed them. This can enable remote diagnosis to take place or a team to be 
despatched before it is even noticed by your building occupants. 
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Full and easy integration  

As well as operating as a full remote supervisory system livesight can operate in parallel with existing 
site-based supervisors to create a highly effective alarm dashboard which will enable you to see the 
status of all your critical systems at a glance. 

Finance made easy  

livesight is deployed with no upfront costs at all. The subscription cost is all there is. There are no 
setup costs at all. 

As well as all of the above benefits the Software As a Managed Service (SAMS) nature of livesight 
means that your BEMS supervisory needs are no longer a Capex issue. 
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For further information and  
to set up a demonstration contact 
Phillip Bray   
phillip.bray@4energygroup.net  
07812 196409 

 

Your Partner in Energy Management 

4energy group, 9 Fanton Hall, Doublegate Lane, Wickford, Essex SS12 9JF 

0808 169 9951      www.4energygroup.net 

livesight brings the power to control and manage  
your worldwide assets to your fingertips 
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